A BOW FOR EVERY SEASON
A BOW FOR EVERY REASON

Bob Lee
BOWS
A Message From Bob Lee:

I built my first bow in 1951 in the garage of my Houston, Texas home. I knew absolutely nothing about what I was attempting, but somehow I got it right on the first try.

Some people like to call it Destiny, or a “natural gift”.

I call it a Miracle.

If I had realized then what goes into creating a quality, great-performing bow, I probably would never have tried it. And I certainly wouldn’t have attempted it again if that first bow had been a failure. Life’s pathways would have led me elsewhere, and you wouldn’t be reading this.

In the six decades since, these 85-year-old hands have shaped and finessed thousands of bows. And counting. I’m blessed to still be working every day alongside my son Rob – crafting these bows.

Around here, we still believe in a handshake agreement, a handsigned letter and a handcrafted bow. Something we can put our signature on.

So if you’re wondering: “Did Bob Lee really handsign this catalog page?”

Yes, I did.

From all of us here at Bob Lee Archery, we hope you enjoy learning about our bows.
1951
Bob Lee launches Wing Archery Company in his Houston garage.

1959
Donating dozens of Wing bows, Bob Lee lobbies for Texas’ first archery-only season.

1959
Bob serves as founding member of the Pope & Young Club – archery’s counterpart to Boone & Crockett.

1963
Bob invented the first 3-piece bow – the Presentation II, a design innovation that’s still emulated throughout the industry.

1965
Wing Archery relocates to Jacksonville, Texas, becoming the third largest archery company in the world, shipping more than 300 bows per day.

1968
Bob helps form the national Archery Manufacturers Organization (AMO), setting industry standards for weights, draw lengths, etc.

1968
Bob sells Wing Archery to Head Ski and remains as CEO.

1972
Bob Lee retires from Wing Archery (now owned by AMF-Head).

1989
Bob and son Rob launch Bob Lee Archery to produce American-made, handcrafted bows – at a rate of up to 4 bows per day, a stark contrast to the mass production volume of the Wing heyday.

2007
Bob Lee is inducted into the National Bowhunters Hall of Fame before a standing ovation in Las Vegas.

2010
The company builds a new facility on nine acres in Jacksonville. The lobby displays Bob’s first bow, built in 1951, along with other Wing models and memorabilia.

2011
The company celebrates Bob’s 60th anniversary in bow-building with the unveiling of a The Legacy model featuring Stabi-Lock™, an innovative tool-free limb attachment and performance-boosting system.

2012
The Bob Lee recurve is named “Best Bow” by Bowhunting World Magazine for performance. The winning Bob Lee model is aptly named The Ultimate. A Bob Lee bow won the second place title as well.

2013
To mark the 50th anniversary of Bob’s invention of the 3-piece bow, the company introduces the P3, reminiscent of an extended riser version of the P-II from Bob’s Wing days. 2013 also brings news of Bob’s induction into the National Archery Hall of Fame, with the ceremony slated for Spring 2014 at the Bass Pro Museum in Springfield, Illinois.

At age 85, Bob still works full-time in the business that carries his name – designing and building his beloved handcrafted bows.
Winner of “BEST BOW” by Bowhunting World Magazine!

INTRODUCING
The Fastest, Quietest, Best-Shooting Bob Lee...

ever!

THE Ultimate

with STABI-LOCK

UNDILUTED PERFORMANCE
Our unprecedented alignment system synchronizes all the performance-pumping elements of this bow into a sensational, unencumbered transference of pure power from limb to arrow to target.
Oh, what a release it is!

SUPER SPEEDS
198 FPS* in independent comparative tests

ZERO ZING
Perfected limb alignment eliminates vibration and energy loss

DEAD-CALM RELEASE
Anchors so solidly in the hand, arrow release becomes a "non-event"

WHISPER QUIET
Incredibly silent

TOOL-FREE SYSTEM
Limbs lock with a simple slide and click

* Tested with 58-lb. recurve and 520-grain arrow

shoot better.
THE Ultimate Takedown Recurve

WINNER of BEST BOW Bowhunting World's Field Test of the Top 12 Recurves!

Editor's Quotes:
“Blew the other bows out of the water”
“Performance noticeably superior to all 12 test bows”
“Very pleasant to shoot”
“Superior aesthetics”
“The Ultimate is aptly named”

What Shooters Are Saying:
“Dead in the hand”
“Smoothest bow I’ve ever drawn”
“Very cool assembly”
“Crazy quiet!”

THE ULTIMATE equipped with a custom Bob Lee Quiver sold separately

Includes our exclusive Stabi-Lock™ tool-free limb assembly system; Black phenolic handle with your choice of stripes, accents and limb veneer (shown above in Mappa Burl) see order form for options and pricing; see page 14 for material selections
Our Most Forgiving Bow
A Must for Serious Shooters!
Extended Sight Window
For Distance Shooting
Increased Accuracy
With an Eased Release
Available up to 68”
Perfect for Archers with Long Draw Lengths

Customize It!

Draw Weights:
Available from 30 to 70 lbs.

Lengths:
62”, 64”, 66” and up to 68” bow

Handle Options:
Double Phenolic, or Half Phenolic
With any of our Handle Woods
(African Shedua shown here)

Limb and Overlay Choices:
Select any Limb Veneer and Glass
Along with Accent Options for Handle Stripes, Overlays, Caps, Tips
(See page 14 for selections)

* Test specs: 62”, 56#@29”, Beman MFX Classic .500, 125 gr. field tip 458 grain arrow (8.17/lb),
7 7/8” brace height, fingers, bare string
THE ORIGINAL TAKEDOWN

In 1963, Bob Lee created the world’s first detachable limb bow – an innovation that forever altered the course of traditional archery. That bow was the renowned Presentation II. On the 50th Anniversary of the P-II, we make this “presentation”: The P3!

_Pictured below:
Bob Lee in 1968 with his P-II 23-Inch Long Riser_
SELECTING YOUR BOB LEE MODEL

models shown left to right

THE P3
(Presentation III)
23” Long Riser
With STABI-LOCK™
DOUBLE PHENOLIC HANDLE or HALF PHENOLIC WITH WOOD, choice of limb veneers, and accents with phenolic for center stripes, overlays and limb tips.

THE ULTIMATE
Our Best Shooter!
With STABI-LOCK™
DOUBLE PHENOLIC HANDLE with center striping in wood flanked by phenolic (or three layers of phenolic only), choice of accent on handle back, limb caps and limb tips, and choice of limb veneers.

THE HEAVYWEIGHT
DOUBLE PHENOLIC HANDLE with center striping in wood flanked by phenolic (or three layers of phenolic only), choice of accent on handle back, limb caps and limb tips, and choice of limb veneers.

More Configurations Are Available Than Depicted Here
THE NATURAL
BLONDE CURLY
MAPLE and
AFRICAN SHEDUA
HANDLE with
center striping in
black phenolic paired
with Shedua or white
phenolic. Matching
overlays on the
handle back, limb
caps and limb tips.

ELITE CLASSIC
AFRICAN
BUBINGA HANDLE with
center striping in
Bubinga or white
phenolic alternating
with black phenolic.
Matching overlays repeat on handle
back, caps and limb tips.

ELITE
BICENTENNIAL
Longbow Handle
shown here
HALF BUBINGA,
HALF BLACK
PHENOLIC HANDLE with
center stripes in
choice of Bubinga
or white phenolic.
Matching accents repeat on the
handle back, limb
caps and limb tips.

PLEASE NOTE:
All Bob Lee models
are available as a
recurve or longbow.

Please See Order Form/Price Sheet For Options
EXOTIC SIGNATURE
17-inch handle shown here

AFRICAN SHEDUA HANDLE with overlays on the handle back; your choice of accents for overlays, limb caps and limb tips.

EXOTIC CLASSIC
17-inch handle shown here

DIVIDED AFRICAN SHEDUA HANDLE with handle back overlays and center striping in choice of veneer paired with phenolic; repeated on limb tips.

SPECTRUM MULTI-COLORED ACTIONWOOD available in Signature, Classic or Bicentennial models with choice of accents on the handle back, limb caps and limb tips. NOTE: Ask us about custom colors for your Spectrum handle!

TOUGH TIME CHOOSING? WE’RE HERE TO HELP!
PAIR OUR 17” HANDLE WITH 56, 58, 60 OR 62 INCH LIMBS
Our standard 19” handle is available with 58, 60, 62 or 64 inch limbs (see photos of 17 inch handle, below)

ENVY
*longbow handle shown here*

SAGE GREEN
*ACTIONWOOD HANDLE* available in Signature (shown here), Classic or Bicentennial with options for veneer and phenolic accents on the handle back, limb caps and limb tips.

SMOKE
*17-inch handle shown here*

GRAY
*ACTIONWOOD HANDLE* with natural highlights – available in Signature, Classic or Bicentennial (shown here) with options for veneer and phenolic accents on the handle back, limb caps and limb tips.

BLAZE
*RED ACTIONWOOD HANDLE* available in Signature, Classic (shown here) or Bicentennial with options for veneer and phenolic accents on the handle back, limb caps and limb tips.

Call and we’ll help select the best Bob Lee for you
DETERMINING LIMB LENGTH

Matching appropriate limb length to your draw measurement is a critical factor in crafting a custom-fitted bow. It is also essential in ensuring maximum “pound for pound” energy efficiency in your Bob Lee bow. If you’re unsure about your draw length, please let us know and we’ll help you get an accurate measurement. The following info is offered as a general guide.

We’re here to help – please don’t hesitate to contact us for suggestions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draw Measurement</th>
<th>Bow Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26” &amp; Under</td>
<td>56” Bow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-28”</td>
<td>58” or 60” Bow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30”+</td>
<td>64” Bow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66” or 68” Bow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXTRA LIMBS OR HANDLES

Add an extra set of limbs to your bow order and get **10% OFF** the regular price of the limbs. You will also save shipping costs and time without your bow if ordered at a later date.

HOW to ORDER

A 50% deposit begins the process of building your custom bow. The construction phases – roughcutting, gluing, and fine-shaping – require approximately four to five weeks to complete. The finishing phases – hand sanding, silkscreening and spray coating – require an additional week. These timelines vary depending upon season.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

Each full bow order includes a D-97 Flemish string, bowstringer, and a Bow Care DVD with video guidelines on stringing and unstringing, assembling a takedown, installing a quiver, silencing your bow, setting a nock point and adjusting brace height.

THE BOB LEE GUARANTEE

Each Bob Lee bow carries a two year warranty against defects in materials or workmanship, effective from date of purchase by the original owner.

BOWS to GO

In a hurry? Shop our list of ready-to-ship, prebuilt bows on our web site – or call us and we’ll check availability in your poundage, length and preferred model.

Bob Lee in 1958 on the banks of Alaska’s “Little Delta” with his Pope and Young Caribou taken with a 45-yard running shot from his 65-lb. Red Wing Hunter. This is one of two P&Y bulls harvested on that trip.
Choose your Handle Wood and Center Stripes, your Limb Veneers and Glass, then your Accents –
Feel Free to Contact Us for Suggestions or Additional Photos!

HANDLE OPTIONS
For center stripes, pair with any handle material with black or white phenolic

EXOTIC - AFRICAN SHEDUA
ELITE - AFRICAN BUBINGA
NATURAL - CURLY MAPLE
SMOKE - GRAY ACTIONWOOD
BLAZE - RED ACTIONWOOD
ENVY - SAGE ACTIONWOOD

Any Bob Lee Bow can be a Stabi-Lock™ bow!
Pair any handle wood with black phenolic (shown at right) to create a Bicentennial model – half phenolic, half wood – then add the Stabi-Lock™ system to your order.

LIMBS and OVERLAY OPTIONS to Accent Tips, Caps and Handle Back

Creamy Etimoe
Figured Etimoe
Carpathian Elm
Spectrum Crosscut
Olive Ash
Mappa Burl
Gator Back
Zebra Wood
Karelian Birch
Birdseye Maple
Smoke Crosscut
African Bubinga
Black-White Ebony
Black Walnut
Black or White Glass
Shown below is a small sampling of the dozens of wood and phenolic combos for designing your handle overlays and limb tips.
PRO QUICK-MOUNT QUIVER
The perfect complement for your Bob Lee!
These quivers are created for us by Great Northern Quiver Company and embossed with the Bob Lee logo. This sleek sidekick complements the beauty of your Bob Lee versus detracting from it.

The Bob Lee Quiver installs using a pin-and-hole adaptor (no holes drilled into your handle). And, the quiver attaches and detaches in seconds – without unstringing your bow! Holds up to five arrows for safely transporting broadheads and field points while protecting each arrow’s fletching. Choose from brown figured or black leather.

BOW AND ARROW HARD CASE
A must-have for your takedown!
Safe storage and convenient transport for up to two bows and 18 arrows – a great way to carry a second set of Bob Lee limbs! Both sides open for easy access to bow/arrow compartments. Camo canvas is embroidered with the Bob Lee logo. Hard-structured and airline-approved.
WEARABLES and DECALS

Brandish the Bob Lee Badge!

The Bob Lee “BOW UP” window decal is a great way to declare your Lee loyalty!

Made of 12” x 3” vinyl diecut letters, this decal is perfect for your vehicle or storefront window.

The Bob Lee “BOW UP t-shirt features a logo screenprint on the front with “Bow Up - Shoot a Bob Lee” screenprinted on the back.

Made of 69% recycled cotton in O.D. Green. Available in L-XL-2XL.

The Bob Lee cap in hardwoods camo is custom-embroidered with the Bob Lee logo. One size fits all with slide-buckle closure.

BOB LEE RETROSPECTIVE ALBUM

Each copy handsigned by Bob Lee!

Great as a gift or coffee-table book, this high-quality hardback provides a pictorial retrospective of Bob Lee’s career. 20 full-color pages feature more than 50 photos and vintage images.

The inside cover is handsigned by Bob Lee. Custom inscriptions are available by request. Allow two weeks for delivery.

See order form for accessory prices
WHAT IS IT THAT MAKES A BOB LEE BOW SO SPECIAL?

In a word: **Craftsmanship.**
But of course, it goes well beyond that – design, reflex/deflex ratio, grip, performance, stability and many more factors play a role in creating this superior product.

But it starts with meticulous attention to the finest details, by artisans who have been perfecting their craft for well over half a century: Bob Lee and Rob Lee.

And, Bob is the last of the early pioneers who still builds a truly handcrafted bow.

Rob Lee carefully radiuses the arrow shelf on each Bob Lee handle, spending a considerable amount of time until he deems it “just right” for arrow flight. This represents one of many extra steps during the crafting of a Bob Lee that means the difference between a bow that is “good enough” and great.

The master himself, Bob Lee, personally attends to many facets of the handcrafting process, from rough-cutting raw wood blanks to the final finessing of his renowned handle grip. Shown at left, Bob hand-files the string groove into the limb. After that process is completed, he will move on to shaping the limb tips the old-fashioned way: with hand tools that have become an extension of himself since 1951.

WHAT CAN WE BUILD FOR YOU?
THE STABI-LOCK™

The Stabi-Lock™ functions via a wedge and channel design: A dove-tail is cut into the handle for receiving a limb wedge with spring-loaded, locking detents. Bow assembly is as simple as slide, click and lock. To detach limbs, a slight nudge forward and back is all that is needed. No tools.

Convenience is an obvious advantage, but Stabi-Lock™ components also add tremendous performance-enhancing properties. Increased stabilizing mass at each handle end creates exceptional weight distribution, increased speeds and improved arrow efficiency.

Additionally, precision alignment afforded by the Stabi-Lock™ ensures maximum limb thrust.

THE DOUBLE-BOLT

Our detachable limb assembly has been carefully developed to ensure the most positive limb and handle alignment obtainable, with a fit of +/- .002. This unique system increases the stability of the bow which translates to speed and accuracy. This coupling system offers a marked advantage over single-bolt systems on the market. After all, we invented the takedown!

BOB LEE FORCE DRAW

Independent test with a 62”, 55# Bob Lee, 28” draw – results show zero stack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inches</th>
<th>Lbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OUR SUPERIOR SIGHT WINDOW

Our design boasts a sight window cut as close to true center shot as possible in a wooden bow. The shelf is radiused front to back to reduce contact between arrow and shelf. The edge of the shelf is then radiused to maximize arrow clearance. As a final measure, the shelf is lowered to the closest proximity possible to the shooter’s hand. Extensive handshaping, sanding and finessing is necessary to create these exclusive elements – all critical for optimal arrow clearance and flight.

THE LEGENDARY BOB LEE GRIP

Since the beginning of his career, Bob Lee has been known for creating one of the best handle grips offered in a traditional bow. We can be bold in this claim because it’s based on frequent shooter compliments to that effect. We often hear that our grip “falls into the hand”, is “extremely comfortable” and “a natural fit”. Great care goes into hand-shaping each grip to reach that pinnacle of perfection where the hand cradles the bow without encumbering it. Our standard grip is by far the most popular, often referred to as a “pistol grip”, but we also offer a low grip for those who prefer a longbow-style grip, and a high grip for Olympic-style target shooting.
TOP TEN REASONS
Why a Bob Lee Bow is the NUMBER ONE Choice

1. **Customer satisfaction** – Bob Lee bows are consistently ranked among the highest in the industry in customer satisfaction. Go ahead ... Google us!

2. **Unbeatable performance** – Our bows embody 62 years of design evolution, resulting in a perfected marriage of beauty, speed, accuracy, dependability and shooting pleasure. And, we ranked Best Bow in a recent, independent national market test.

3. **Investment quality** – Bob Lee bows are built to be enjoyed for decades, and generations. Indeed, Bob's early Wing bows are still coveted heirlooms and sought-after collectibles.

4. **Service before and after the sale** – We prefer personally assisting our customers to ensure that each Bob Lee is perfectly fitted to its archer. And, we’ll be here long after the sale to offer shooting tips and support.

5. **Innovation** – Bob Lee invented the first 3-piece bow, still emulated throughout the industry. Bob’s design prowess is evident in our superior two-bolt limb system and in our newest introduction: the Stabi-Lock™ tool-free slide-and-lock system.

6. **Experience** – Our company boasts a rich heritage of providing the best the industry has to offer in traditional bow design, craftsmanship, innovation and service. Plainly put: we know bows.

7. **American-Made** – Every Bob Lee bow is handcut from raw wood, hand-shaped, hand-sanded, hand-sprayed and hand-packaged in our Texas facility. 100% American!

8. **Family owned** – The company consists of three generations of the Lee family, with Bob and son Rob as master bowyers and J.J. at the customer service forefront. This lends added levels of pride, passion and commitment to the company’s mission, its product and its service.

9. **Best value** – A Bob Lee bow delivers unrivaled beauty, impressive speeds, dead-on accuracy, impeccable workmanship and outstanding customer service and satisfaction in one package – no other bow offers this level of quality at any price.

10. **Satisfaction guarantee** – We’re so sure you’ll love your bow that we offer a 30-day satisfaction guarantee.

For more info call 903.586.1877 or visit BobLeeBows.net